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ABSTRACT

Fuzzy vault is a practical and promising scheme, which can protect biometric templates and perform secure
key management simultaneously. Aligning the query sample and the template sample in the encrypted domain
remains a challenging task in the fingerprint-based fuzzy vault scheme. To some extent, all the existing finger-
print aligning methods in the encrypted domain have their own drawbacks, e.g., not enough alignment accuracy
or information leakage because of publishing helper data. In this paper, a novel fingerprint aligning method is
proposed, which integrates the fingerprint reference points and its neighboring region of interest(ROI) in a hierar-
chical manner. The concept of mutual information(MI) in the information theory is used to assess the coincidence
extent of two fingerprints after being aligned. The novel alignment method is applied to fingerprint-based fuzzy
vault implementation. Out of information leakage consideration, the orientation features of fingerprint minutiae
are discarded and another distinguishing local feature, inter-minutiae ridge count, is used to replace the minutiae
orientation in the implementation of fingerprint-based fuzzy vault. Experiment on FVC2002 DB2a is conducted
to show the virtue of proposed alignment method and the promising performance of proposed fingerprint-based
fuzzy vault implementation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With large-scale application of biometric authentication systems, the security and privacy issues involved in
the raw storage of biometric templates is brought to the forefront. People worry about that their biometric
information is abused and hence their personal interest is threaten. And some biometric modalities may leak the
user’s privacy, for instance, retina or iris can tell some eye diseases, which the user may not want to let others
know. Once this problem is well solved, the social acceptance for the biometric authentication systems will be
gained more and it is beneficial to popularize biometric technology in the commercial and civilian environment.
Therefore, many emerging technologies, called biometric cryptosystem or biometric encryption, tend to solve the
template protection issue. Ref.1 is a good survey paper for this topic.

Many previous works have been done in the biometric cryptosystem field. Fuzzy commitment scheme2 is a
pioneer theory contribution to combine cryptography and biometrics in the sense of Hamming measure. Hao et
al.3 applied fuzzy commitment to iris pattern and derived 140-bit length keys from iris images at FRR=0.47%
and FAR=0%. Soutar et al.4 proposed to bind a private key with a fingerprint by Fourier Transform and
derive it while the fingerprint identification succeeds. Juels et al.2 proposed a cryptographic primitive, called
fuzzy vault, to deal with the unordered set of noisy data. Dodis et al.5 generalized most of previous methods
and gave a theoretical framework of generating robust key from biometric data and analyzed the security in
the information theory sense. Many other researches6–12 also concentrated on generating a key from biometric
data. However, there are not encouraging experimental results reported in these literatures because of some
implementation difficulties.
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In this paper, we focus on a relatively practical and promising biometric cryptosystem, called fuzzy vault,13

which can protect users’ biometric data and cryptographic key simultaneously. Fuzzy vault consists of encoding
and decoding phases. Suppose a user wants to hide a cryptographic key K into his/her biometric sample, which
can be represented as an unordered set X. In the encoding phase, the user employs a polynomial’s coefficients to
encode K, and evaluates the polynomial P on all the elements in X to obtain (X, P (X)). Then a large number
of chaff points, which do not lie on P, i.e., (Y, Z), Z �= P (Y ), are added to constitute the vault V along with the
points lying on P. In the decoding phase, if the user wants to retrieve K from V, he/she must presents another
biometric sample X ′. If X and X ′ overlaps substantially(i.e., the number of the elements both in X and X ′

exceeds P ’s degree n), P can be reconstructed using error correction scheme to decode K. If there are not enough
elements to reconstruct the polynomial, the identification is claimed unsuccessful.

In the implementation of fuzzy vault, especially minutiae-based fuzzy fingerprint vault, the alignment phase
is a necessary and important phase to lower the intra-class difference and hence decode the vault successfully.
However, not like the alignment phase in the traditional biometric authentication system, the alignment in the
fuzzy vault implementation must be performed in the encrypted domain. That is to say, the feature used for
constructing the vault can not be used to align the biometric samples. For minutiae-based fuzzy fingerprint
vault, the minutiae themselves can not be used for alignment and we must look for other features(e.g., singular
points and high curvature points), called auxiliary feature, to align the query sample and the template sample.
However, the alignment accuracy level using singular points or high curvature points is much lower than using
minutiae themselves, thus the automatic alignment in the encrypted domain may cause more False Reject(FR)
instances. In addition, the feature used for computing alignment parameters(e.g., high curvature points) may leak
some information about the vault. In this paper, we extract the fingerprint’s reference point and the orientation
field ROI(OFROI) centering on it as the auxiliary feature, which is easy to be obtained. A novel hierarchical
method is proposed to perform the alignment procedure based on mutual information search. While constructing
the vault, the minutiae’s orientation features are discarded considering that the auxiliary feature may leak the
global orientation information and help recognizing the real minutiae from all the vault points. Alternatively,
another local feature in fingerprint representation, inter-minutiae ridge count, is adopted to replace the minutiae’s
orientation features when implementing the minutiae-based fuzzy fingerprint vault. Thus the auxiliary feature
has nothing with the feature used to construct the vault(i.e., the minutiae and the inter-minutiae ridge counts)
and it will not leak any information about the concealed minutiae features.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the related works about the biometric
cryptosystem and the alignment methods for fuzzy fingerprint vault in the last years; Mutual information based
hierarchical fingerprint alignment method is proposed and elaborated in section 3; Section 4 describes our pro-
posed fuzzy fingerprint vault implementation which adapts to the mutual information based alignment method;
The experimental result on FVC2002 DB2a is given in section 5 and we draw the conclusion in section 6.

2. RELATED WORKS

Fuzzy vault, proposed by Juels and Sudan,13 is a smart biometric cryptosystem operating in key binding mode,
which is based on Shamir’s Secret Sharing Scheme.14 Fingerprint modality particularly suits fuzzy vault scheme,
because it requires unordered feature set and fingerprints’ minutiae exactly satisfy this demand. So most practical
fuzzy vault schemes are implemented with fingerprints,15–21 except some implementations with other modali-
ties, for instance iris,22 face23 and handwritten signatures.24 In all present fuzzy vault implementations with
fingerprints, alignment is an important procedure to lower the intra-user variation. Clancy et al.15 conducted
external pre-alignment and Uludag et al.18 expert manual alignment. But pre-alignment only can be used for
experimental study, not for practical application. Yang et al.16, 17 performs automatic alignment by storing the
reference minutia local structure. The stored reference minutia local structure may leak the information about
the minutiae through exhaustive search. And the specific minutia local structure corresponding to the stored
one may not be captured in the input fingerprint. They reported the result of GAR = 83% on a small database
with 10 × 10 fingerprints. Chung et al.25 proposed an alignment method based on geometric hashing table. In
their method, the selection of the first minutia(i.e., the reference minutia) is important and the alignment result
may be affected by the spurious minutia and the minutiae without being detected. The alignment time they
reported is 1.3s implemented with C++. Moon et al.26 employed the alignment method proposed by Chung
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Figure 1. High curvature points can help recognize chaff points. Green hollow circles without segments represent high
curvature points,20 and all the other points, each one with a short line segment denoting its orientation, construct the
whole vault. In the area near the high curvature points, i.e., the area enclosed by the purple elliptic curve, the solid pink
circles can be easily recognized as chaff points because their orientations are apparently different from the orientations
field estimated by the high curvature points. The red hollow squares in the elliptic curve denote the real minutiae.

et al.25 to construct an fuzzy fingerprint vault system with automatic alignment. The experimental result they
reported is GAR = 88%(FAR = 0) on an in-house optical fingerprint database with 400× 4 = 1600 fingerprints.
Jeffers et al.27 proposed the alignment method based three kinds of minutia structure(five nearest neighbor
structure, Voronoi neighbors and triangle based structures). Their method is not suitable to the fuzzy vault
scheme with chaff points, because the minutiae structures may act as a filter to identify true points among the
random-generated chaff points. However, the constructions of PinSketch and improved fuzzy vault5 do not in-
volve the chaff points and the alignment method proposed by Jeffers et al.27 may suit to them. But the authors
did not give the implementation with the proposed alignment method. In all existing literatures, the alignment
method used by Uludag et al.,19 Nandakumar et al.20 and Nagar et al.,21 which is based on high curvature
points near the fingerprint’s core points, is the most practical and effective one. However, the feature used for
computing alignment parameters(i.e., high curvature points) may leak some information about the vault. The
smart attackers can easily exclude some chaff points near the high curvature points from the vault by comparing
their orientation, as shown in Figure 1. So the security level may decrease because there are less chaff points
in the vault and it will cost the smart attacker less time to compute the correct polynomial coefficients. In
addition, it is difficult to extract the high curvature points because it depends on the orientation flow curves. Li
et al.28 proposed an alignment method based on the fingerprint reference point’s neighboring topological struc-
ture. They trace the thinned ridges from the minutiae in the circle centering on the fingerprint’s reference point
and stop after certain pixels. Then a perpendicular line is made to the stopping point’s orientation and crosses
with another thinned ridge. The cross points are recorded as the auxiliary features. The tracing procedure is
assumed to be irreversible. The same problem exists in this method, because the orientation of the region near
the auxiliary points can be estimated and used to filter out some chaff points.

3. MUTUAL INFORMATION BASED HIERARCHICAL FINGERPRINT
ALIGNMENT METHOD

The idea of aligning two fingerprints by maximizing the mutual information of two orientation fields is first
proposed by Liu et al.29 Their algorithm employs the whole orientation field and searches the whole 3-D space of
X , Y and Θ for the optimal alignment parameters. Apparently, it is a time-consuming task and not suitable for
real time fingerprint matching. In this paper, we import the fingerprint’s reference point to perform the coarse
alignment. Then the orientation field ROI(OFROI) centering the reference point is extracted to perform the fine
alignment by maximizing the mutual information of template OFROI and query OFROI.
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3.1 Entropy and Mutual Information

Entropy is a statistical concept, often used in information theory, which reflects the variable’s randomness. Given
discrete random variable X = {xi, i = 1, 2, · · · , n} and let P (xi) represent the probability of the element xi. The
entropy of discrete random variable X is defined as:

H(X) = −
n∑

i=1

P (xi) log P (xi). (1)

For two correlative random variables X = {xi, i = 1, 2, · · · , n} and Y = {yi, i = 1, 2, · · · , m}, the conditional
entropy and joint entropy are defined as:

H(X |Y ) = −
n∑

i=1

m∑

j=1

P (xi, yj) log P (xi|yj), (2)

and

H(X, Y ) = −
n∑

i=1

m∑

j=1

P (xi, yj) log P (xi, yj), (3)

where P (xi, yj) and P (xi|yj) represent the joint probability and the conditional probability respectively.

Mutual information I(X ; Y ) between X and Y is defined as:

I(X ; Y ) = H(X) − H(X |Y ) = H(Y ) − H(Y |X)
= H(X) + H(Y ) − H(X, Y ). (4)

The measure of mutual information I(X ; Y ) reflects that the appearance of Y decreases the entropy of X , or
the appearance of X decreases the entropy of Y , equivalently. As done in Ref.,29 we use normalized mutual
information IN to evaluate the fingerprint alignment accuracy. IN is defined as:

IN (X ; Y ) =
H(X) + H(Y )

H(X, Y )
. (5)

3.2 Reference Point Location and OFROI Extraction

In Liu et al.,29 the orientation fields of two fingerprints from the same finger are used to compute the maximum
mutual information. The usage of the whole orientation and the search of the whole parameter space are both
time-consuming tasks. Our alignment idea is inspired by Liu et al.29’s method, but we will first employ the
fingerprint reference point to conduct coarse alignment to restrict the search space of parameters and then use
the OFROI to perform fine alignment to obtain the final alignment parameters.

The complex filter technology30 is used to locate the fingerprint singular points. It uses complex filters of
first order symmetry, i.e., h1(x, y) = (x + jy)gσ(x, y) and h1(x, y) = (x − jy)gσ(x, y) to detect core and delta
points, respectively, where gσ denotes a 2-D Gaussian with standard deviation σ in the x and y direction. The
complex filter technology can provide not only the position but also orientation of a singular point. The post-
processing operations, proposed in Cao et al.,31 are used to remove the false singular points. Only one singular
point(usually the core point) is left as the reference point of fingerprint images. For the fingerprints of arch type,
the point of maximum curvature in concave or convex ridges (MC point) is used as the reference point. The MC
point detection method in Cao et al.31 is also employed here. The direction of MC points are defined as the
perpendicular direction to the value of ridge orientation field at the MC points’ location. Some examples of core
points and MC points are illustrated in Figure 2.

After the fingerprint reference point is determined, the orientation field ROI(OFROI) is extracted from the
fingerprint block(8× 8) orientation field image. As shown in the Figure 3, the region, defined by two concentric
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2. Some examples of reference point detection in thinned fingerprint images. (a)&(b) Core points; (c)&(d) MC
points. The line segments denote the directions.

w
1

w
2

R

Figure 3. OFROI extraction illustration. R denotes the fingerprint reference point. w1 and w2 denote the inner square
radius and outside square radius, respectively. The red line segment denotes the 8 × 8 block orientation value.

squares of radius w1 and w2(two empirical values) and with the reference point as the center, i.e., the blocks
within a red line segment, are the ROI. The reason of excavating the inner square region of radius w1 is that the
orientation field near the fingerprint reference point is confused usually and not suitable to compute the mutual
information. We compute the average orientation values on the 8×8 blocks of the ROI, called OFROI. Then the
fingerprint reference point’s location and direction, coupled with all the OFROI orientation values, are stored.
In the verification phase, the reference point and OFROI of query fingerprint image are extracted and used to
obtain the alignment parameter by maximizing the mutual information of stored template OFROI and query
OFROI.

Given two OFROIs OFT and OFQ, the mutual information IN (T ; Q) between them can be calculated based
on the theory described in Subsection 3.1. The detailed calculation method can be found in Liu et al.29 The
value range of IN (T ; Q) is [0, 2].

3.3 Hierarchical Alignment Procedure
In this paper, the alignment is the process to search the optimal rigid transformation paramete P = (Δx, Δy, Δθ),
which can be used to overlap the most entries of the template OFROI and query OFROI. Let T denote the
template fingerprint image and Q the query one. The procedures of proposed hierarchical alignment method are
described as follows:

• Read the reference point information RT (xT
R, yT

R, θT
R) and OFROI OFT = {OT

ij , i, j ∈ ROIT } of the tem-
plate fingerprint from the stored vault data.

• Extract the reference point of query fingerprint, including the location and the direction, denoted as
RQ(xQ

R , yQ
R , θQ

R).
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• Initialize the alignment parameter as P ′ = (xQ
R − xT

R, yQ
R − yT

R, θQ
R − θT

R). Transform the query fingerprint
image Q into Q′ according to P ′. Extract the OFROI OFQ′

= {OQ′
ij , i, j ∈ ROIQ′} using the method

described in Subsection 3.2.

• Set a mutual information threshold Mth. Calculate the mutual information IN (T ; Q′) between OFT and
OFQ′

. If IN (T, Q′) > Mth, the alignment accuracy is enough and the final alignment parameter P = P ′.
Else go to the next step.

• This is the coarse search step. If the reference point is a core point, set [−lc, lc] as the coarse search range of
the location and [−dc, dc] of the direction. If the reference point is a MC point, set [−lm, lm] as the coarse
search range of the location and [−dm, dm] of the direction. The coarse search steps of the location and the
direction are set slc and sdc, respectively. It is worth noting that lc < lm and dc < dm, because the location
and direction of core points are usually more accurate than MC points. Assume the maximum mutual
information is obtained on the search point (Δxc, Δyc, Δθc), where {Δxc ∈ [−lc, lc], Δyc ∈ [−lc, lc], Δθc ∈
[−dc, dc]} or {Δxc ∈ [−lm, lm], Δyc ∈ [−lm, lm], Δθc ∈ [−dm, dm]}. Now the alignment parameter becomes
P ′′ = (xQ

R − xT
R + Δxc, y

Q
R − yT

R + Δyc, θ
Q
R − θT

R + Δθc). Then go to the fine search step.

• This is the fine search step. Here it is not necessary to differentiate between core points and MC points.
Set [−lf , lf ] as the fine search range of the location and [−df , df ] of the direction. The fine search steps of
the location and the direction are set slf and sdf , respectively. Assume the maximum mutual information
is obtained on the search point (Δxf , Δyf , Δθf ), where Δxf ∈ [−lf , lf ], Δyf ∈ [−lf , lf ], Δθf ∈ [−df , df ].
Now the alignment parameter becomes P ′′′ = (xQ

R − xT
R + Δxc + Δxf , yQ

R − yT
R + Δyc + Δyf , θQ

R − θT
R +

Δθc + Δθf ).

• The final alignment parameter P (Δx, Δy, Δθ) = P ′′′.

Let (xQ
m, yQ

m, θQ
m) denote an original query minutia. The aligned minutia can be calculated by:

[
xQ′

m

yQ′
m

]
=

[
cos(Δθ) sin(Δθ)
−sin(Δθ) cos(Δθ)

] [
xQ

m + Δx
yQ

m + Δy

]

θQ′
m = θQ

m + Δθ

(6)

where, (xQ′
m , yQ′

m , θQ′
m ) denotes the transformed minutia according to the alignment parameter. Some examples

of hierarchical alignment results are illustrated in Figure 4.

4. PROPOSED FINGERPRINT-BASED FUZZY VAULT IMPLEMENTATION

A practical implementation of fingerprint-based fuzzy vault scheme is developed based on the proposed hierar-
chical alignment method. The specific implementation details are described as follows.

4.1 Inter-minutiae Ridge Count
As a local feature, inter-minutiae ridge count has been typically used in forensic matching because of the difficulty
of human experts to work in the Euclidean space.32 As we use much orientation information of the fingerprint
image to perform alignment, the orientation of the fingerprint minutiae is discarded in the implementation in
order to protect the chaff points from being filtered according to the orientation information. Alternatively, we
employ the inter-minutiae ridge counts of the nearest three minutiae to replace the minutiae orientation. On
one hand, it can improve the distinguishing ability of minutiae feature; on the other hand, the space of selecting
chaff points is augmented and the system security is also enhanced. The binarized fingerprint image is utilized
to count the number of ridges between two minutiae. An example is illustrated in Figure 5. Note that the ridge
count between two minutiae has nothing with the Euclidean distance between them. For example, in Figure
5, r2 > r3, but the corresponding Euclidean distances d2 and d1 hold the relation of d2 < d1. Therefore, in
the construction of fuzzy vault, the ridge count feature can hide the information better than inter-minutiae
Euclidean distance feature. The latter may be vulnerable to filtering real minutiae by exhaustively searching
around a specific minutia if used for constructing fuzzy vault.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 4. (a)&(b) Two fingerprint samples of arch type(MC point) from the same finger. (c) The alignment result of (a)
and (b). Two fingerprint samples of whorl type(core point). (f) The alignment result of (d) and (e).

Figure 5. The inter-minutiae ridge counts of the nearest minutia, r1 = 1, r2 = 4, r3 = 3. They are ordered by the
Euclidean distance.
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Figure 6. The encoding flowchart of proposed fingerprint-based fuzzy vault implementation. The items with yellow ellipse
background need to be stored as the helper data.

4.2 Encoding

The encoding phase of proposed fingerprint-based fuzzy vault implementation is shown in Figure 6. In the
encoding phase, the input fingerprint image is preprocessed and all the minutiae are detected. The reference
point and OFROI are extracted by using the method described in subsection 3.2 and stored as parts of the helper
data. At the same time, the minutiae’s corresponding local image quality indexes are estimated using method
proposed by Chen et al.33 The top-ranking and well-separated 20-40 minutiae are selected according to the local
image quality. As explained in subsection 4.1, the orientation features of the minutiae are discarded and the
ridge counts of the nearest three minutiae to the specific minutia are utilized to construct the fuzzy vault. Let
M = {mT

i (xT
i , yT

i , rT1
i , rT2

i , rT3
i ), i = 1, 2, · · · , r} denote the feature corresponding to the i-th minutia, where

rn
i (n = 1, 2, 3) usually is within the range of [0, 8]. The distance between two minutiae is defined as follow:

D(mi, mj) =
√

(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2 + λ
∑

n=1,2,3

(rn
i − rn

j )2 (7)

where, mi(xi, yi, r
1
i , r

2
i , r3

i ) and mj(xj , yj , r
1
j , r2

j , r3
j ) represent two minutiae features, and λ is an empirical param-

eter within [5, 10]. The minutiae attributes x, y and rn
i (n = 1, 2, 3) are quantized and represented as bit strings of

length 10, 10 and 4, respectively. So a 32-b number by concatenating the bit strings of all the attributes can be
obtained and we use the Galois field F = GF (232). Let X = {xi, i = 1, 2, · · · , r} denote the quantized minutiae
feature set. The secret K is encoded into a polynomial P of degree n in F by partitioning it into (n + 1) 32-b
values and considering them as coefficients of P (i.e., P = cnxn + · · ·+ c0). The polynomial P is evaluated on all
of the quantized minutiae bit strings and to obtain the set P(X) = {P(xi), i = 1, 2, · · · , r}. The corresponding
elements of X and P(X) form the locking set R = {(xi,P(xi))}r

i=1. Then a set C of chaff points {(yj, zj)}s
j=r+1

is generated randomly to conceal the real minutiae, where the distance between the bit strings xi and yj in the
term of Equ.7 is greater than a certain threshold δ, with randomly-selected chaff point locations and r1, r2, r3.
Thus the union of R and C, R ∪ C, constructs the final vault.

4.3 Decoding

The decoding flowchart of proposed fingerprint-based fuzzy vault implementation is shown in Figure 7. In the
decoding phase, a query fingerprint image is presented and the same preprocessing procedures as in the encoding
phase are performed to obtain the query minutiae set Y = {mQ

i (xQ
i , yQ

i , rQ1
i , rQ2

i , rQ3
i ), i = 1, 2, · · · , p}, the

reference point (xQ, yQ, θQ) and OFROI(Q). The hierarchical alignment method, described in subsection 3.3,
is used to compute the alignment parameter P (Δx, Δy, Δθ). Then the query minutiae set Y is transformed
into the aligned set Y ′ = {mQ′

i (xQ′
i , yQ′

i , rQ′1
i , rQ′2

i , rQ′3
i ), i = 1, 2, · · · , p} by using Equ. 6. Note that the

orientations of minutiae are not utilized and the ridge-count attributes remain unchanged, i.e., rQn
i = rQ′n

i (n =
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Figure 7. The decoding flowchart of proposed fingerprint-based fuzzy vault implementation. The items with yellow ellipse
background are from the stored helper data.

1, 2, 3). Afterwards a bounding-box minutiae matcher, as used in Nandakumar et al.,20 is adopted to search the
corresponding minutiae in the vault and obtain an unlock set. Then exhaustive search is performed to get all
the combination of (n + 1)-point in the unlock set. For each combination, Lagrange polynomial interpolation is
conducted to obtain the candidate polynomial coefficients and hence the candidate secret K ′, which is afterwards
hashed by SHA-1 algorithm and compared with the stored SHA-1(K) to verify whether K = K ′. If yes, an accept
signal is reported. Or else if none of all the candidate combinations makes SHA-1(K) =SHA-1(K ′), a reject
signal is given.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND SECURITY ANALYSIS

The first and second samples of each finger in FVC2002 DB2 Set A are selected for experiments because they
have less nonlinear transformation than other samples. The first one is used for encoding and the second for
decoding. The fingerprint images are captured by Biometrika FX2000 Optical Sensor, and the resultant image
size is 296 × 560 at 569 dpi resolution. In the encoding phase, 660-680 of chaff points can be randomly added
into the vault and make the vault size achieves 700 because the 5-dimension minutiae feature mi(xi, yi, r

1
i , r2

i , r3
i )

augments the space of adding chaff points. In our experiment, we conduct two categories of verification trials,
genuine matching and imposter matching. In the genuine matching category, the first sample of each finger is
enrolled as template fingerprint and the second one is used as the query fingerprint to decode the vault, thus
it leads to 100 trials in all. In the imposter matching category, the first sample of each finger is enrolled as
template fingerprint, and the first samples of all the other fingers are used as input fingerprint. Thus the number
of resultant imposter trials is 100 × 99/2 = 4950. We use two indexes Genuine Accept Rate(GAR) and False
Accept Rate(FAR) to measure the performance of proposed fingerprint-based fuzzy vault implementation. The
experimental results the their comparison with Nandakumar et al.20 are reported in Table 1. In Nandakumar
et al.,20 the Failure to Capture Error(FTCR) is counted but not in our implementation.

From Table 1, we can see that proposed implementation outperforms Nandakumar et al.20 And it is worth
noting that, in proposed implementation, the minutiae orientation features are discarded and the risk of fil-
tering the chaff points by estimated orientation field from the auxiliary feature(e.g., high curvature points in
Nandakumar et al.20 and OFROI in proposed implementation) is eliminated. However this kind of risk exists
in Nandakumar et al.20 according to the analysis in Section 2.

We employ the min-entropy method, as adopted in Nagar,21 to analyze the security of our proposed scheme.
Assuming both minutiae location and orientation are uniformly distributed, the min-entropy of minutiae template
MT given the vault V can be computed as
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Table 1. Experimental results on FVC2002 DB2 Set A. d denotes the polynomial degree.

d = 7 d = 8 d = 9 d = 10

GAR(%) 91 91 - 86
Nandakumar et al.20

FAR(%) 0.13 0.01 - 0

GAR(%) 93 91 89 87
Proposed Implementation

FAR(%) 1.19 0.42 0.08 0

H∞(MT |V ) = −log2

((
r

d+1

)
(

r+s
d+1

)
)

, (8)

where, r, s and d denote number of minutiae, number of chaff points and polynomial’s degree respectively and
they are typically 30, 670 and 10, respectively. So the typical security measurement of our proposed scheme is
approximately 48 bits.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, an orientation field based hierarchical fingerprint alignment technology is proposed and applied
to fingerprint-based fuzzy vault implementation. To adapt to proposed alignment algorithm and improve the
security and performance, we employ the inter-minutiae ridge count feature in the construction of fuzzy vault.
Experiments conducted on FVC2002 DB2 Set A shows the promising performance of GAR = 87%(FAR = 0).
Meanwhile, the proposed scheme can achieve the security level of 48 bits. In the future work, we will investigate
the usage of orientation field model to smooth the OFROI. And more accurate reference point orientation
detection method is necessary to narrow the search range in the alignment algorithm and hence to improve the
alignment efficiency and accuracy.
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